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Task Timing Goals 

Prioritized goals: 
•  Temporal predictability first 
•  performance second 
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Control what is going on instead of being controlled 
by the environment 
➭  apply to Software 



Execution Times 
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Performance Criteria 

Write program π with best performance 
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MEAN 
traditional:   minimize  Σ pi ⋅ c (π, δi , µ)  

i 

machine 

input data 

probability of input δi 

HRT:   minimize  max  c (π, δi , µ)  
i 

WCET 



Traditional Programming 

Goal: good average performance 
Strategy: test input data to favour frequent cases 

ð negative effects on WCET 

•   Costs for identifying current situation (inputs) 
•    Branching costs 
•    Information-theoretical imbalance: 

Complexity is unevenly distributed over inputs: 
Savings of frequent situations must be paid back in 

rare situations 
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Programming for the Worst Case 

Try to produce code that is free from input-data dependent 
control decisions 

Restrict operations that are only executed for a subset of the 
input-data space to a minimum 
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WCET-oriented programming 



Traditional versus 
           WCET-Oriented Programming 
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while p1(inputs) do 
  if p2(inputs) then 

    f_special1(inputs) 
  else 

    f_special2(inputs) 

  end if 
end while 

WCET-Oriented Programming 
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for i:=1…LIMIT do 
  f_generic(inputs); 

end for 



Performance Criteria 
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Experiments 

Traditional vs. WCET-oriented code 
Branching variants vs. single-path variants 
 
Programming problems 

•  Bubble sort 
•  Find first 
•  Binary search 

- one / two comparisons per iteration 
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Experiments 

Traditional vs. WCET-oriented programming 
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Bubble* 
Find-first* 
Bin-search 

mean 
599 
68 
94 

WCET 
724 
122 
124 

mean 
609 
103 
105 

WCET 
663 
103 
106 

traditional WCET-oriented Algorithm 

* use of early exit via flag in traditional variant, no gotos 



Observations: WCET-Oriented Prog. 

Shorter WCET than traditional code 
Simpler path analysis due to 

elimination/reduction of input-data dependencies 
Simpler WCET analysis due to 

smaller number of execution paths / single path 
Small variance of XTs ð high control quality 
Low control-flow complexity 

ð code suited for safety-critical applications 
Unconventional algorithms 
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WCET-Oriented Programming + 
   Single-Path Conversion 

Constant execution time 
Short WCET 
Trivial path analysis 
Simple WCET analysis 
 
ð   Full predictability 
ð   Good performance 
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Branching vs. Single-Path Code 

Single-path code has no execution-time jitter 
avg-optimized: single-path variants perform worse; 

alternatives are serialized è more instructions have to be 
executed 
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Branching vs. Single-Path Code 
WCET-Oriented: single-path code performs better; 

short alternatives è time savings due to elimination of 
branch instructions dominate 
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a b 
a’ 
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•  Serialization should be even more effective for processors 
with deeper pipelines (no pipeline spills) 

•  Common code optimization in compilers 



Execution Times 
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What do we need? 

New algorithms 
Code libraries 
Programming strategies and guidelines 
Tool support: e.g., programming editors, software for code 

analysis, compilers, ... 
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WCET-Oriented Prog. Editor 
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Summary 

Traditional vs. HRT performance 

HRT code has to be different 
ð WCET-oriented programming 

ð  Shorter WCET 
ð  Higher predictability 
ð  WCET analysis is easier 
ð  Unconventional solutions 

Programming infrastructure is needed 
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